Expansion Races

New Rules

Draft v15.0a

Player Board Gold and Victory Point Awards:
Some new player boards have changes to the victory
point and gold awards for breweries, beer production
and customers. Collect the points and gold indicated
normally.

Double Brewery Upgrades:
Double Brewery upgrades on the player boards are
unlocked after both brewery upgrade token slots are
ﬁlled. Each upgrade slot can be ﬁlled on separate turns
but the upgrade remains locked until both upgrade
tokens are used.

Beer Production Example

Double Brewery Upgrade Example

The ﬁrst completed row
for the Leprechaun beer
production gives the
player one gold.

The Bock to Business brewery upgrade is unlocked
after both brewery upgrade token slots are ﬁlled.

New Player Races
Centaurs
Prairie Keg-sistence: All
plains tiles are considered
adjacent.

Galloping Ale:
Move each customer
cube up to two land
tiles during the
CARAVAN action.

This special adjacency may
be used for any type of action
during the game.

Boats may be used during the two tiles of moving. Using
the boat counts as moving one tile.
If the first tile movement places your customer cube
adjacent to one or more face down tiles, the tiles are
flipped face-up. After turning up the face down tile you
may continue with your second tile of caravan
movement.
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New Player Races
Dark Elves

Highborn

Bock-mail: Collect one victory
point if another non-gnome player
has more victory points than you
do.

Bam-brew-zled: Use the
Dragon Tribute action to fly the
dragon from any tile on the
board into one tile you occupy.

Draft Accord: Reduce the cost to
bribe the dragon by two gold.
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Beer-eaucracy: Take two gold
from the Gnome Board and add it
to your supply.

-

Bock to Business: Increase beer
production by two.

Hop-erative: Remove up to two
opponent’s customer cubes (or
Gnomes) and add up to two of your
own cubes from your player board.
Peek at one Judge Card of your choice
from the player whose customer cube(s) you removed.

Gnome Gold

+

Im-beer-ial Roads: All tiles
containing Highborn breweries are
considered adjacent.

Sub-brew-anean Passages: All
mountain tiles are considered
adjacent.

This special adjacency may be used
for any type of action during the game.

This special adjacency may be
used for any type of action during the
game.

Lu-brew-cate: Pay one gold to
an opponent to replace up to two
of their customer cubes with up to
three of yours in one land tile.

Giants

Re-sip-rocity: Pay one gold to
add Four customer cubes to
DragonKeep.

Brew-tish Keg-sit: Move up to three
opponent’s customer cubes from one
tile you occupy into an adjacent tile.

Copper Cellar Ale: Add two customer
cubes to any mountain tile.

Leprechauns
Barrel Tinkerers: Pay one gold to
collect one brewery upgrade token.

Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum: Remove up to four
customer cubes from one tile you
occupy. Then collect two beer barrels for
each customer cube removed.

Hopp-ortunistic: Duplicate one
unlocked brewery upgrade action space
belonging to another player. You must
still pay all costs associated with the
brewery action.

You may remove cubes from multiple
opponents.

Mug of Gold: Pay one gold to
any opponent to replace up to
four of their customer cubes
with an equal number of yours
in one tile you occupy.

The Giant Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum
ability is a great way to
remove your opponents’s
customers from the
board and turn them into
delicious beer!

The gold is paid to the Gnome board when this
ability is used against Gnome customer cubes.
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New Player Races
Ogres

Merfolk

>=

Ogre Broker: Spend one gold to build a
brewery on a land tile you control or are
tied for control.

Drink Like a Fish: May build a brewery
in up to three sea tiles. Only one brewery
may occupy a single sea tile.
Follow the standard Dragon Movement
rules when the dragon moves into an
occupied sea tile.

Ogre Owned: Add two customer cubes to a
highland tile.

A boat may be built in a sea tile containing a Merfolk
brewery.

Ogre Operative: Collect an upgrade
token from the supply if another player
has more upgrades than you do.

Sunken Treasure: Collect three gold.

Water-brew-f: Merfolk customer cubes
may occupy and move through sea tiles.

Ogre Ruled: Remove and
replace one additional customer
cube during a beer competition.

Merfolk treat all sea tiles as if they were
adjacent to other sea tiles.
Any boat on the board may be used by the
Merfolk using the aquatic upgrade. Any tile
adjacent to the a body of water containing a boat is also
considered adjacent to a all sea tiles containing Merfolk
customer cubes.

+

Tree Men

Furthermore, boat building actions are performed in
adjacent sea tiles. Therefore, this ability allows the
Merfolk to build a boat in any sea tile on the game board if
one or more sea tiles are occupied by the Merfolk.

Forest Beer-thplace: Add three
customer cubes to a forest tile.

Water-brew-f Example

Kegger Grove: Remove up
to three cubes from any
forest tile and then collect
two gold.

The Merfolk with the aquatic upgrade occupies sea tile A
and are adjacent to all three sea tiles in body of water B.
Because a boat is located in body of water B, the
customer cubes in sea tile A are also adjacent to all tiles
around body of water B.

The removed customer cubes
may belong to another player, the Gnomes or your own.

A
The Tree men dominate
in the forests. Take
control of the forest
tiles early in the game
and dig in!

B

Adjacent
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New Player Races Abilities
Beer-fect Construction Spell: Add a
brewery to a land tile you control.

Vampires
Beer-cing Gaze: Move up to
four customer cubes from one
tile into a land tile you occupy.

Brew-witch Spell: Add three
cubes onto a land tile
adjacent to a tile you occupy.
Beer-wilderment: Move up to
two of your customer cubes
from one tile to any land tile.
Exu-brew-ance Spell: Add three
customer cubes to a single land tile
you occupy.
Imbibe Patron: Remove up to
three customer cubes from one
occupied tile and collect one
victory point.
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Hop-pulence Spell: Remove up to
two opponent’s customer cubes (or
Gnomes) in a tile you occupy and add
up to two of your own cubes from your
player board.

Keg-siled: Collect three
victory points (instead of two)
each time you replace a
Gnome brewery with one of
yours.

Portal Spell: All tiles containing
Wizard Folk breweries are
considered adjacent to tiles with
a Gnome brewery.

Wizard Folk
Accelerate Contri-brew-tion Spell:
Increase beer production by two.

+
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This is not a stand alone game.
It requires Rise of the Gnomes to play.

Have fun
with the
new races!
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